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Summary of the records and why they matter:
The Government Records cluster defines “people in-between” as the witnesses, participants,
professionals, bodies, and organizations that are frequently overlooked within historical
narratives of Japanese-Canadian dispossession. They are the actors that intercede in the space
between the state and Japanese Canadians. By centering this “in-between” position, we—the
public and historians—may better understand and historicize the dispossession as more than
a binary relation between the state and Japanese Canadians, and rather, as a multidirectional and multi-vocal process, involving numerous, varied, and complex bodies. This
alternative framework, in effect, contends with how abuses of power and complicity, but
also resistance, are found in the ambiguous, “middle” places often elided when discussing
historical injustice. Interrogating these places is critical to understanding the mechanisms
through which the dispossession occurred, and to understanding the specific on-the-ground
practices that facilitated and intervened in the mistreatment of Japanese Canadians. The
Landscapes of Injustice archive contains government records from several repositories that
account for both the diversity and shared positionality of “people in-between”. From these
records, we suggest just some of the types of positions these actors occupied:
(1) agents and officers: these include real estate agents, appraisers, Soldier Settlement
Board field agents, and RCMP officers utilized by government bodies to carry out
and/or legitimize dispossession protocol, but who could also convey their own
perspectives that diverged from state objectives (see Primary source example 1);i
(2) lawyers and politicians: who both defended and persecuted, legally and publicly,
Japanese Canadians during the period of internment, dispossession, and
deportation;ii
and (3) organizations and businesses: such as auctioneers, workers’ unions, churches,
and non-profits that aided in the government’s dispossession and deportation
policies, supported Japanese Canadians, or were positioned somewhere in-between
these two positions (see Primary source example 2).iii
A note on in-between themes:
Though these actors have diverse roles, we see them as connected by virtue of their “inbetweenness”. We suggest thinking about their roles thematically. A number of themes, or
common modes of participation, recur in government records concerning people inbetween: mediation (to negotiate between the state and Japanese Canadians), facilitation (to
enable and make-possible state policies), authorization (to legitimize state procedure), bearing
witness (to acknowledge, accept or call into question), or complication (to trouble
dispossession procedure).

Primary source examples:
Below are two telling examples of how in-between actors were complicit and implicated in
the dispossession of Japanese Canadians. (See endnotes for more related sources.)
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(1) Lt. Col. Oscar Orr: “I think that proper representation should be made to someone to
protect any future repatriates from having the greater part of their money taken away from
them.”
Lieutenant Colonel Oscar Orr was employed by the Canadian War Crimes Division
Detachment as officer-in-charge and liaison for the Department of Labor, the department
that facilitated the “voluntary repatriation,” or deportation of approximately 4000 people of
Japanese descent (many of whom were Canadian citizens) to Japan beginning in 1946
under the authority of Order-in-Council P.C. 7355. Orr sent a number of reports to the
Departments of National Defence and Labour from Japan between 1946 and 1947, detailing
the conditions and progress of the program as he handled administrative tasks and received
deportees from Canada. He managed issues of baggage and property loss or damage, and
frequently wrote of the precarious position (financially and health-wise) of both individuals
and families. He forwarded suggestions to the government to improve the process based on
his observations and conversations with deportees. In this, Orr mediated between the
deportees and the state, witnessed the injuries caused by the program, and simultaneously,
facilitated and participated in the dispossession.
Orr’s reports and correspondence give us a different look at the property of Japanese
Canadians during this time. They trace specific forms of dispossession and displacement
within the broader narrative of Japanese Canadian history during the 1940s, but outside the
forced-sales by the Custodian of Enemy Property. His accounts overwhelmingly
demonstrate the dramatic losses incurred by those exiled from Canada, a place many
considered home. Most persistently, Orr wrote to Ottawa of the alarming financial costs of
the deportees due to the exchange rate. Many people were “losing about 80 cents on each
dollar.”
See Appendix for sources.
(2) Auctioneers: “…the best market I had ever experienced.”
Once the Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property decided upon a policy of dispossession
in 1943, they were confronted with the task of carrying out the forced-sales in practice. Who
would do the actual selling of property, furniture, and belongings on-the-ground? And who
would come to profit from these sales? Along with real estate agents, automobile brokers,
and other property sales people, auctioneers became conduits through which the state
dispossessed Japanese Canadians. Hired by the Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property
(and receiving approximately 10% commission), auctioneers placed advertisements in
widely circulated newspapers in the 1940s, garnering a substantial number of attendees to
regular weekly auctions in both urban and rural areas where Japanese Canadians had
previously built their homes and communities.
Charged with revealing the scope of loss from property sales, the Bird Commission, or
Royal Commission on Japanese Properties (1947-1950), met with these businesses. The
records from the commission contain detailed testimony from a number of them, including
(but not limited to): Thompson & Binnington Limited (Vancouver and Steveston), Charles
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Spencer Pallot (Maple Ridge), and William Willard (Vancouver). Their accounts reveal
much about the nature of the forced sales of Japanese-Canadian-owned property in the
hands of actors in-between. It was, to many of these auctioneers, a lucrative market—with
plenty of goods to sell during a time of shortage, at low costs, and to curious and swift
buyers. In even their most mundane responsibilities, such as strategically displaying items
for sale, auctioneers facilitated and indeed, authorized the dispossession’s injustice. It was
only customary that property would be sold for less than the ceiling price if no knowledge of
the item’s history could be provided to the purchaser. It was expected that “cultural” pieces,
like Japanese dishes or steam cookers, would be sold at marginal prices or disposed of due
to low demand among a predominantly white population. If products were damaged or
worn (even if damage was caused from the Custodian’s mishandling), they would bring in
less profit. In effect, auctioneers naturalized the sale of Japanese-Canadian-owned property
for so little due to “normal” market protocol—but this was not a “normal” market.
See Appendix for sources.
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Appendix:
(1) Oscar Orr reports and correspondence
Oscar Orr to the Department of National Defence, for the Department of Labour, 1946
December 17

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG27 > Volume 669 > File 23-2-17-20: Japanese Division. Segregation and
Repatriation. Reception of Canadian Repatriates in Japan. 1946 - 1947/06. > .pdf page 27

“…I think that proper representation should
be made to someone to protect any future
repatriates from having the greater part of
their money taken away from them by either
the American Government or the Japanese
Government by way of the exchange and
banking regulations, the plain fact of the
matter being that the money with which the
Japanese repatriate leaves Canada shrinks in
transmission to a small fraction of its real
value, then on top of this, all except 1,000 yen
per head is placed in a frozen bank account by
the Japanese Government, this latter
expression meaning that while the depositor
gets the bank book showing a credit, he
cannot withdraw money except at a specified
monthly rate, this specified monthly rate
being considerably less than what is required
to live on, and I am not sure whether they are
allowed to draw it out in addition to any
money they may be earning.”

“While this is strictly not a military matter, I
have been in somewhat close touch with the
people, and know many of them personally in
fact just received a letter from a former
employee, telling of the difficulties in
obtaining food, etc, and I think the
information should be passed along.”
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Oscar Orr to the Department of Labour, 1946 July 4

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG27 > Volume 669 > File 23-2-17-20: Japanese Division. Segregation and
Repatriation. Reception of Canadian Repatriates in Japan. 1946 - 1947/06. > .pdf page 62-63

“The rate of exchange is very
inequitable and has the effect of
mulcting these people about 50 –
75% of their money. While the
repatriates understand the
arrangements, they are
somewhat shocked when they
realize the situation.”
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“I also notice that the
repats are bringing with
them an enormous number
of things that would be
classed as junk in any
country. There is plenty of
that here now, and I
strongly advise all future
repats to concentrate on
bringing food and clothes.”
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Oscar Orr to the Department of Labour, 1946 June 20

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG27 > Volume 669 > File 23-2-17-20: Japanese Division. Segregation and
Repatriation. Reception of Canadian Repatriates in Japan. 1946 - 1947/06. > .pdf page 64-65

“While they all understood the
arrangements about exchange,
some of them were rather
shocked to find that the official
rate of 13 ½ yen per dollar was
less than 1/3 of what the dollar
is worth on the local markets.
[…]
The majority of the younger
people, especially those in their
teens were obviously depressed
and all desirous of returning as
soon as possible. So far they
have seen nothing of the
desolation of Japanese, and it
was probably their contact with
Japanese food that accentuated
this feeling. Most of them in the
teen age group were unable to
eat the food supplied.”
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Oscar Orr to the Department of National Defence, 1946 June 26 with news clippings

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG27 > Volume 669 > File 23-2-17-20: Japanese Division. Segregation and
Repatriation. Reception of Canadian Repatriates in Japan. 1946 - 1947/06. > .pdf page 85, 87-88
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“The enclosed clipping
is for the Department of
Labor and indicates the
losses incurred by
Japanese Repatriates on
the present rate of
exchange of 13 ½ yen
for 1 Canadian dollar,
i.e., they are losing
about 80 cents on each
dollar.”
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(2) Auctioneers testimony and related documents
Testimony of Francis Edward Binnington of Thompson & Binnington Limited for the Bird
Commission Proceedings (General Evidence), 1948 December 6

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG33-69 > Volume 76 > File: General Evidence (Dec. 1-6 1948) > .pdf pages
283-88 (Note: This is only a selection of his complete testimony, see the file, .pdf pages 275-308, for more.)

“…the goods were spread
across the auction floor,
different piles. We had
men specially go and pick
out the items as to the best
advantage of sale. The
shoddy stuff, the kitchen
utensils, small utensils
were put in cartons, and of
course, anything of
reasonable value would be
kept by itself.”
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“In those Japanese
sales, what would be
your opinion of the
number of people who
came. Was it good
attendance, fair or poor
attendance?
… A Good attendance.
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“…would you make a
comparison between
the sales of Japanese
goods by auction and
the ordinary sales?
They were very much
better your lordship,
for the reason there
were so many people
demanding goods at
that time; wanting
goods; so many
people coming…”
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“Would you say
that market was
better than you had
observed for some
time, or what
would be your
observation on it?
I would say that
the price was
better.”
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“I might add, if I say,
that there were a few
things at the sales
[that] did not go well,
Japanese crockery
and Japanese
ceremonials – what
we call – I don’t
know what they call
them – they went
cheap because the
average Canadian did
not want them.”
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Testimony of William Graydon Willard of Willard Auctions for the Bird Commission
Proceedings (General Evidence), 1948 December 6

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG33-69 > Volume 76 > File: General Evidence (Dec. 1-6 1948) > .pdf pages
318-21 (Note: This is only a selection of his complete testimony, see the file, .pdf pages 309-329, for more.)

“I would say it was the
best market I have ever
experienced.”
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“…We will say the
[ceiling] price is $197.00. In
one case in my auction
room that was the price.
The Wartime Prices &
Trade Board would
intimate to us that we
could sell that particular
machine at $197.50. That
strictly was not the correct
price because the price we
sold them for was not
guaranteed, and there is a
vast difference between a
guaranteed ceiling price…”
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“…and a nonguaranteed. The
non-guaranteed
ceiling price is 60%
of the guaranteed
ceiling price
approximately.”

“Your ceiling price is
$100.00 and you guarantee
that article, say a washing
machine, to work for 90
days. I can sell then that
machine for $100.00 if that
is the ceiling price. But if I
say I cannot guarantee it
then it goes back to 60%;
that is the guaranteed
ceiling price—the ceiling
price not guaranteed.
Would that be your
explanation as to why
ceiling prices were not
always obtained?
Absolutely; that and the
goods not being in shape.
Some of the goods were
not in as good shape as
they should have been.”
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“…There were some
great big – there was a
great big steam cooker
of Japanese origin, and
this machine was badly
damaged and everyone
was scared of it and it
was not sold and it was
finally moved into
storage, I believe at 992
Powell.”
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Testimony of Charles Spencer Pallot for the Bird Commission Proceedings (General
Evidence), 1948 September 28

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG33-69 > Volume 76 > File: General Evidence (Sept. 24-30 1948) > .pdf
page 195 (Note: This is only a selection of his complete testimony, see the file, .pdf pages 190-212, for more.)

“... at that particular time the
Japanese were evacuating
these properties, and there
were people coming in to live
on those lands that were being
rented, and they had to
purchase furniture and
implements and things, and
then there were considerable
shortage of new materials and
it certainly enhanced the
value of goods at that
particular time.”
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Bird Commission General Evidence Exhibit no. 21, auction sale advertisements presented
20 September 1948
Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG33-69 > Volume 78 > File: General Exhibits 1-63 > .pdf pages 146-48
(Note: This is only a cropped selection of this exhibit, see the file, .pdf pages 146-51, for more.)
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For more records on agents and officers, see: Bird Commission records (LAC, RG33-69,
general evidence Volumes 75-79), which includes revealing testimony from real estate
agents, appraisers, and field agents for the Veterans’ Land Act. Also see the VLA records for
correspondence among and about field agents and appraisers who evaluated JapaneseCanadian-owned properties for the Soldier Settlement Board/VLA (LAC, RG38, Volumes
403-404). Of note are records relating to conservative timber appraiser Eustace Smith who
valued Eikichi Kagetsu’s company, Deep Bay Logging (for records relating to Smith, see
TFRBL, F.G. Shears, Series 3, Box 9, Files 1 and 2; LAC, RG33-69, Volume 73, File 1388;
LAC, RG117, Volume 2414, File 16700; LAC, RG117, Volume 2809, File 55165; UBCRBSC, MacMillan Bloedel fonds, Box 1066, File 4; UBC-RBSC, H.R. MacMillan fonds,
Box 100, File 6; UBC-RBSC, Thomas Norris fonds, Box 28, Files 12, 13, 17, and 20; also
Provincial Records, BC Archives, MS0960, Box 1, File 7). Appraisers like Smith would
determine the value of properties, often providing the means through which the state could
sell the properties at low costs. Also of note are RCMP records concerning the “voluntary
repatriation” of Japanese Canadians (LAC, RG18, in particular File C315-36-3), which
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discusses questions of officer coercion and administrative roles RCMP officers held
concerning deportee property and transportation.
ii
For records relating to the work of lawyers and politicians, see: Bird Commission records
and proceedings (LAC, RG33-69). Also consult materials relating to the Co-operative
Committee on Japanese Canadians, who represented the interests of Japanese Canadians
(LAC, MG28, CCJC fonds; MG30 D200, Grace Tucker fonds; MG30 E266, Saul
Cherniack fonds; MG30 C160, Grace Thompson fonds; MG32 C26, F.A. Brewin fonds;
and UBC-RBSC, Thomas Norris fonds). Of note are records of prominent politicians who
mediated between the state and Japanese Canadians, including CCF politician Angus
MacInnis (UBC-RBSC, Angus MacInnis memorial collection).
iii
For more on organizations and businesses, consult: Bird Commission records and
proceedings (LAC, RG33-69, general evidence Volumes 75-79); materials relating to
farming co-operatives in which Japanese Canadians were a large part prior to the uprooting
and dispossession, including the Maple Ridge Cooperative Exchange and the Pacific
Cooperative Union (LAC, RG117, Volume 2496-97, File 57899; RG38, Volume 403-405;
MCA, Pacific Co-operative Union fonds). For more on the PCU, see the Veterans’ Land
Act report in this series. The question of Japanese-Canadian shares and ownership within
these organizations was a source of great difficulty for the Custodian of Enemy Property
administration. Other organizations of note: the United Church, who supported their
Japanese-Canadian members through advocacy, storing and shipping their property, and
corresponding with individuals and families (UCCBC, in particular, UCCBC-85,
Superintendent of Home Missions fonds, W.P. Bunt Papers, Box 468 and 469); and the
Canadian International Red Cross, particularly representative Ernest Maag who reported on
the deportation process and the treatment of Japanese Canadians (LAC, RG36-27, Volume
16, File 622; RG25, Volume 3340, File 2966-40; RG25, Volume 2974, File 3363-40C;
RG25, Volume 3634, File 3363-A-40; RG25, Volume 3005, File 3464-AC-40; RG25,
Volume 3006, File 3464-AN-40C; RG25, Volume 3635, File 3464-BK-40; RG25, Volume
3005, File 3464-V-40).
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